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mathias sager 

School & Advisory

80% is Psychology
B2 Yaesuguchi 
Kaikan, 
1-7-20 Yaesu, 
Chuo-ku, 
Tokyo, �103-
0028

Every Wednesday
19:00 Snacks & Drinks

19:30 - 21:00
Each time a new 

inspirational topic to 
reflect upon, discuss, and 

take away.
Ticket: ¥1,500 (Entrance: ¥2,000, six-

times card: ¥6000)

Deeper Experience - Bigger Impact 
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COURSE 03:
Developing Human Capital, Cultural 

Agility, and Global Talent Management

mathias sager –
School & Advisory

#13 1/6 
The Psychology of Talent, Competencies, and Appraisal
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INTRODUCTION
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Inter-generational Cross-culturalMulti-disciplinary
Objective and Approach

Philosophy

Human, mental 
control

Natural, physical 
conditions

Psychology

Education

Business 
Administration

Art

Biology

LEARNING (Human 
Behavior)

80% Psychology (HOW, WHY) 20% ”Mechanics” 
(WHAT)
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Let’s learn for life!

Learning together

• Please use easy English

• We are a safe learning space

• Please ask anything at any time

• Serve yourself with drinks and snacks

• Break / Toilet

• Let’s learn for life!

01: The Psychology of 

Learning & Developing a 

Growth Mindset

02: Inspiring Others Across 

Cultures & (Self-) 

Leadership Psychology 

03: Developing Human 

Capital, Cultural Agility, and 

Global Talent Management

Certification

• Certification is possible upon 

request.
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Let’s learn for life!

November 21, 2018 – January 16, 2019
‘Inspiring Others Across 
Cultures and (Self-)Leadership 
Psychology’

Wednesday, November 21, 2018
- #07 1/6 Leadership Philosophy
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
- #08 2/6 Leaders and Followers & 

Leadership Strategies
Wednesday, December 5, 2018
- #09 3/6 Personality and Leadership 

Styles
Wednesday, December 12, 2018
- #10 4/6 Inspirational Leaders
Wednesday, January 9, 2019
- #11 5/6 Leadership, (Cultural) Threats, 

and Change
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
- #12 6/6 Leadership, Power, and 

Influence

January 23, 2018 – February 27, 2019
‘Developing Human Capital, 
Cultural Agility, and Global 
Talent Management’

Wednesday, January 23, 2019
- #13 1/6 The Psychology of Talent, 

Competencies, and Appraisal
Wednesday, January 30, 2019
- #14 2/6 Developing Human Capital: 

Success in Learning
Wednesday, February 6, 2019
- #15 3/6 Mobility and Cultural Agility
Wednesday, February 13, 2019
- #16 4/6 Global Mindset
Wednesday, February 20, 2019
- #17 5/6 Global Talent Management 

Strategies 
Wednesday, February 27, 2019
- #18 6/6 Developing Cultural Empathy 

October 10, 2018 – November 14, 2018
‘The Psychology of Learning 
& Developing a Growth 
Mindset’

Wednesday, October 10, 2018, 19:00
- #01 1/6 The History and Philosophy 

of Learning (for Life) 
Wednesday, October 17, 2018, 19:00
- #02 2/6 Behaviorism, and Animal and 

Human Learning 
Wednesday, October 24, 2018, 19:00
- #03 3/6 Social Learning & Developing 

a Growth Mindset 
Wednesday, October 31, 2018, 19:00
- #04 4/6 Brain and Memory in 

Learning 
Wednesday, November 7, 2018, 19:00
- #05 5/6 Learning and Motivation 
Wednesday, November 14, 2018, 19:00
- #06 6/6 Learner Profiles and 

Strategies 
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I love to support positive change!
Background
- Education Sciences (Bachelor)
- Information Management (Bachelor)
- Business Administration (Executive MBA)
- Psychology (Diploma). 

I’m here because …

Experience
- High school teacher

- IT programmer, project leader (5 years)
- Trainer Leadership and conflict management (4 years)
- Senior Manager at Ernst & Young / EY Shinnihon (8 yrs)
- Founder Platform Cooperativism Japan (PCJ) Consortium
- Visiting Researcher Tokyo University (current)

- Online school and advisory  (current)

www.mathias-sager.com

5.5 years 
ago
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Today’s session overview
Introduction
The psychology of talent, giftedness and highflyers
• Operationalization of the Concept of Talent Management (TM)
• Intellectual giftedness or practice?
• Expert performance approach & Deliberate Practice
• Highflyers

(Global) Talent management
• Identifying Talent, who and why?
• Identifying your talent pool / Job analysis
• Systematic talent identification
• Job analysis and its role in global (and JP) talent management
• HR / Talent Management
• Best Practice: The Four Stages of the Selection Process

• Performance / appraisal management
• Psychological bias in talent identification
• The interrelatedness of Talent Management and Diversity Management
• Team talent
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YOUR EXPECTATIONS
Reflection

• Name
• Why are you interested in 

Global Talent Management?
• What do you expect from 

today/the overall meetup?
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TALENT, GIFTEDNESS AND 
HIGHFLYERS

Part 1
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TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF ‘TALENT’
Reflection

• What is talent for you?
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Operationalization of the Concept of Talent Management (TM)

Academia Mgmt 
consulting

Object approach to ‘talent’ Subject approach to ‘talent’

1. Early approaches to TM
2. Something that people possess (inborn!)
3. Talent as a non-learnable capacity
4. Talent as intrinsic motivation
5. Exclusive talent management (talent – attributes)
6. Legitimates reward allocation to A players

1. Modern approaches to TM
2. Something that people are
3. Elite achievement due to different experiences, 

training, education, and networks
Excellence and mastery can be achieved quite 
independently from ‘talent’

4. Talent as intrinsic motivation only realized when 
there are opportunities for sufficient 
encouragement and support

5. Inclusive SHRM (talent = people)

Capital
• Latin / Greek 

weight measure 
for gold and silver

Debated and different definitions:
Theoretical Practical

Need for a more holistic concept of talent that meets different needs and allows the 
empowerment all

Gallardo-Gallard et al., 2013
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Intellectual giftedness or practice?

• Why do Asians often outperform others in traditional IQ tests? 
• What is the role of an emphasis of scholarly education (‘practice makes perfect’ argument)? 

Giftedness Achievement 
/ success

?

+ psychomotor

+ sensual

+ imaginative

+ cognitive

How to measure 
beyond 

traditional IQ 
tests and above 
scores of 130?

Innate?

Result of focus 
and practice?

• IQ test results from children do not support a relationship with later exceptional performance
• Talent differs according to the field of application and there are different types of intelligences (e.g., non-skill 

level talent, such as entrepreneurial talent)
• The traditional IQ measure does not say a lot about talent, why more complex profiles are needed that blend 

analytical, practical, and creative talent are suggested.
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Expert performance approach & Deliberate Practice

Two persons 
practice the same 
amount of time 
and repetitions 
(experience). 
Has the one who 
arrives at higher 
performance 
levels more 
talent? Ericsson (2006)

Cognitive / associative

Associative, Autonomous

Expert Performance

Arrested Development

Every-day skillsPe
rfo

rm
an

ce

Experience

Avoid mindless repetitions (arrested development)! 
Deliberately practice by focusing attention on performance 
improvement:
• Break the overall process down into well defined tasks
• Identify your weaknesses (self-reflection)
• Test new strategies for each section (incl. motivation, endurance)
• Re-integrate your learning into the overall process Jiro Ono (Sushi Chef)
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Highflyers

Organizational / workplace view on talent / highflyers
• Ability to adapt
• Learn quickly 
• Cope with complex tasks
• Ability to take on increasing responsibility and seniority

Empirical evidence is weak because 
• Assessment based on over-optimistic self-reports (Highflyers can be egoistical, ruthless, and 

amoral)
• Many commercial tools lack validity (measuring what is supposed to be measured) and 

reliability (consistency of results)
• Psychologists build neuroticism scales into assessments to increase reliability on honesty
• For example, Myers-Briggs:

• Popular psychological test to identify highflyers
• Categorization of people is too simplistic

Also in work life, whether talent develops or not heavily depends on how and to 
whom organizations allocate their resources. 

over-optimistic self-reports

Many commercial tools lack validity

honesty
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EXPERIENCE WITH “TALENT”
Reflection

• What’s your experience with 
talents?
• What is it?
• Who is it?
• Why?
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(GLOBAL) TALENT MANAGEMENT
Part 2
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Identifying Talent, who and why?

-> Need to invest in strategic roles that offer opportunity for employee expansion, and for 
those individuals to contribute disproportionally to the organization.

Global Talent Management 
‘Systematically utilizing HRM policies to attract, develop, and retain individuals with 
high levels of human capital which are consistent with the strategic directions of the 
multinational enterprise in a dynamic, highly competitive, and global environment’ 
(Tarique & Schuler, 2010) 

Human Capital
The competencies, knowledge, personal and social attributes, and cognitive abilities 
that an individual provides to the organization.
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Identifying your talent pool / Job analysis

The role of job analysis in Global Talent Management

Job analysis
Work analysis
/ Competency 

modeling

GTM 
Trend

Filling of (current) 
vacancies

Preparation for 
(future)  strategic 

roles

More narrow/detail, 
more objective

More broad, 
more subjective
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Systematic talent identification

Job analysis

+ Uncover needs for improvement in work environments 
+ Objective and talent-focusing development
+ Avoid unclarity about duties and competencies, which 
can also help avoiding legal issues 

Work 
profiles

+ Create good matches between individuals and jobs
+ (Psychological) understanding of strategic jobs
+ Outlining of complex and global organizational goals

+
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Job analysis and its role in global (and JP) talent management
Japanese tendencies and the focus on people vs. positions

Jobs Finding the right people 
for it

People Finding out where to go 
with the workforce

Job description

Manager
subjective

objective

• Depends on the skills and analytical ability of the analyst 
• Depends on the information provided by those already 

in the job and their supervisors
NEED:
Ø To have two or more individuals analyze the job 

independently (expensiveL)
Ø To be repeated as jobs evolve
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HR / Talent Management

Input-orientation Output-orientation

• Education
• Reputation of University
• Seniority (years employed)

Payments, promotions

• Performance
• Contribution to company
• Personal development
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Best Practice: The Four Stages of the Selection Process

Stage 1: 
Bio-data

Stage 2: 
Psycho-metric 

testing

Stage 3:
Inter-views

Stage 4: 
References

Basis for difference Job Description Job Specification
Meaning Describes the job Describes job requirements

Contents Duties and responsibilities Qualifications and experiences

Origin Job Analysis Job Description

Application Clarifying overlapping duties Evaluation (promotions, rewards, transfers

Motive Explaining the job Explaining job holder’s fit for the job

Difference between Job Description and Job Specification
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Performance / appraisal management

• Assumption that people know 
what is expected of them and will 
do their best to achieve it.

• Risk: punitive and discouraging, 
therefore value destroying

• Often analysis is not empirical and 
is dependent on the perceptions 
of the line manager carrying it 
out. 

• Fundamental problem with 
performance appraisal: Whatever 
the underpinning philosophy, and 
whatever procedures are adopted, 
human beings carry it out.

-> Define measurable 
Performance Indicators!!

Performance 
management 

and career 
development
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Psychological bias in talent identification
Recency bias error 
- For example, a recruiting manager is primarily affected by the 

most recent passages of the interview while neglecting 
important prior content

Halo or horn effect
- Distorted judgments due to over-emphasizing 

singular/anecdotal incidents

Pygmalion effect
- Labeling of people. Can be used positively, as for example, 

when good managers  instill high productivity in their 
employees through high expectations

Stereotyping
- So-called pigeonholing, especially of out-group members, 

may overlook talent that could be developed, therefore 
prompting engaged and innovative talents to leave the 
company Pygmalion

Need: (Self)-reflection on management practices!
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The interrelatedness of Talent Management and Diversity Management

The creation of awareness about Talent Management bias (and Diversity respectively 
exclusion) effects is a requirement for Talent Management training! 

Talent geographically concentrates 
where there is diversity (Florida, 2002)

Positive performance and social effects 
(empowerment, motivation). 

Talent 
Management

Diversity 
Management
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Team talent

• All functions of a company are needed to be successful as 
an organization

• Group incentives have proven to increase the efficiency 
of collective efforts (reduction of free riders)

• Celebration of “stars” should not neglect the importance 
of B players (durable and reliable) 

Peter 
principle

It’s not the 
overwhelmed 
leaders having 
achieved their 
peak position 

who matter 
most, but the 

people who are 
modestly 

staying with and 
competently 

doing their jobs.

People principle

Relatively fixed 
resources to 

exploit (control)

Human potential 
to develop 

(liberation)

However, in contrast, on C-level, competition to 
control for the risk of misreporting showed to be 
good advice.
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Unlike the fixed 
influence of genes on 

body size, elite 
achievement is rather 
the result of differences 
in experiences, training, 

(elite) education, and 
networks.

Whether talent 
develops or not 

heavily depends on 
how and to whom 

organizations allocate 
their resources. 

IQ test results from 
children do not 

support a relationship 
with later 

exceptional 
performance.

Avoid mindless 
repetitions that arrest 
development. Instead, 
deliberately practice 
by focusing purposefully 
and systematically your 

attention on performance 
improvement.

The Pygmalion effect: 
Viewing somebody as a 

talent could result in a self-
fulfilling prophecy. Good 

managers can use this 
phenomenon positively by 

instilling high productivity 
in their employees through 

their high expectation.

There is scientific 
evidence that talent

geographically 
concentrates where 
there is diversity.

The Peter Principle: 
Employee careers tend 
to rise to their level of 

incompetence. 
Therefore, do appreciate 

people who are 
modestly staying with 

and competently doing 
their jobs.

Team talent: 
Celebration of “stars” 
should not neglect the 

importance of the 
whole team (incl. B) 

players

T a k e a w a y s   f r o m   ‘8 0 %   i s   P s y c h o l o g y’
The Psychology of Talent, Competencies, and Appraisal
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Copyright. All rights reserved 2018

Q&A
Thank you! www.mathias-sager.com

Next:
Wednesday, Jan. 30, 2019, 19:00
- #14 2/6 Developing Human Capital: Success in 

Learning
On Amazon and Udemy


